
Film Investigation                                                                                                    Aaron Cara 
 
Motoring: 
 
Motoring films are typically filmed with an intended audience of car enthusiasts, 
filmed by car enthusiasts. With these styles of films there seems to never be 
enough footage that can be obtained from a car. All car films have one thing in 
common, their love of cars and it really shows in many shots and overviews of 
cars within the films, also the words of car owners. Three different series of films 
stand out a lot for me. Chris Harris on Cars, Petrolicous and British TV show Top 
Gear. All have their unique differences on the same topic, cars.  
 
Chris Harris on Cars is a series of videos throughout YouTube that are tests on 
cars, exotic, rare and average. These are very detailed reviews and focus on very 
specific elements of the cars being reviewed. The films consist of mostly b-roll 
showing the car either up close, or at a distance with the car being driven around 
a corner or straight. At the time Chris Harris talks, the shots usually focus on a 
specific part or set of parts. Each shot has relevance responding to what has been 
said. This approach of a car film is dominantly factual, and is purely a review on a 
car or set of cars. There is rarely a still shot in each film, with each shot slightly 
panning or sliding to the side. This looks good as you don’t have a still shot of a
car wheel, but a moving shot that keeps everything flowing nicely and still 
exciting if cars are your thing.  
 
Petrolicous is another YouTube channel that has films based of individual’s
classic cars, and their story that comes with it. This channel is very passionate 
about cars, and film their videos as a result of car enthusiasts submitting their 
stories. Each story is based off a person’s coming of a car, and its current state.
The titles of each video are based off a small element in each video. Titles like 
‘This Jensen 541 Fits Right’ where the previous owner sold the car as he didn’t fit
in it anymore, and the new owner fir just right in the cramped Jensen. Relatively 
similar to Chris Harris on Cars, there are many shots of the car with constant 
movement. Still shots are used in interviewing the owner. The whole video has a 
voiceover from the owner of the car, that is taken from interview questions. In 
filming you have a lot of close ups, and there are a lot of lens flares in the shots 
where the sun shines through windows on the car. The videos are all very well 
composed with a camera car that gets shots moving along with the car being 
filmed. These shots sometimes have the car driving past with emphasis on the 
sound to embrace that part of the car as well. Music themed towards the type of 
car and its country of origin or location being filmed is played as background 
sound, alongside the voice over and the occasional sounds from the footage.  
 
Top Gear is a British TV show that has been around since 2002 with presenters 
Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and Jason Dawe, who left and was replaced 
by James May in 2003. Top Gear can be enjoyed by people who aren’t car
enthusiasts or have an interest on cars as it is an entertainment show. The show 
consists of car reviews, challenges, car related news, star in the reasonably 
priced car and a lot of other stuff throughout the course of the program. On the 
Top Gear specials, many shots are focused on the scenery of the places that they 



go. The specials consist of a destination, a budget and restraints on what car they 
can get. Typically a route is planned and they attempt to reach the destination 
with cars that are usually on their last legs. This makes the film exciting even 
though they may be driving on regular roads. The last special had Top Gear 
evacuating Argentina back into Chile after a false interpretation of a number 
plate on one of the cars. The number plate displayed H982 FKL, which people 
suggested was a reference to the 1982 Falklands War. During the entire crew 
evacuating Argentina they were pelted with stones destroying the camera 
vehicles and the three cars driven by the presenters in the film. Top Gear has 
gotten into trouble before, for filming certain things that make good 
entertainment. Top Gear has a good mix of entertainment and cars, making it 
perfect for anyone, and admired by those into cars. Because of this Top Gear is 
the most watched factual TV programme in the world, and has a Guinness World 
Record to show it. 
 
All three of these shows/videos have something in common. They all are created 
by people who have a passion for motoring, and film cars alike. Chris Harris on 
Cars is all factual, Petrolicous is telling the story of a car enthusiast and their car, 
and Top Gear is entertaining the world with a passion for motoring.  
 
 



Classic Cars – Aaron Cara 
 
Detailed Synopsis:  

The documentary on classic cars title will be derived from an interview which will also cover a 
storyline specific to the owner of the car. Interview questions make it easier for the car owner to talk 
about the car whilst not going off track, and keeps the realism of the person’s story as it is not
scripted for them. It is all about showing the passion of a car enthusiast, and how a car can shape a 
person’s life in the time and hardship they go to on fixing something they admire. This will also go 
into depths to teach and explain the viewers a little on cars, and if there is no interest on the 
specifications, visual appeal of the cars as b-roll over words of the owner of the car. None of the b-
roll shots will be static. All shots will have movement with the intended use of sliders to get a variety 
of panning shots of the car and location, and also the use of hand held shots to capture different 
aspects of the location and car when it is moving. Footage of the cars would be done where the car 
is kept, and footage out with the car driving to capture what it is like to be in and drive a classic car.  

Interview: 

Identify three strengths of this idea - these might include scenes, characters or aspects of the 
production you think are interesting. 

- You’ve picked a subject that we are both passionate about. 
- The message is that the cars are just not transport. What you’re trying to show with the 

films is that people love cars. Sentimental meaning. 
-  It’s good that it is going to be lively. Variety of shots that won’t be so boring. 

Response: Three strengths of this is that it is about something that people are really passionate 
about. Another strength being a message that cars are not just transport, but are possessions 
that we love and have a lot of sentimental meaning. And lastly that the film will be lively with a 
variety of shots that aren’t all still.  

What is one aspects of the production that could be improved? 

- Needs to be a message that goes throughout whole story. Theme or message that needs to 
be portrayed. Engaging for people not into cars. 

Response: One aspect of the production that could be improved is that their needs to be a 
message that goes throughout the entire film. The film needs to have a theme or meaning to it 
so that it is engaging for people who don’t have an interest in cars.  

Do you see any problems that might occur during the production? 

- Logistics of moving shots.  
- Road restrictions.  

Response: A major problem that could likely occur is the logistics of the moving shots. It may be 
complicated to film another car moving, whilst keeping up to speed with it, and the road can 
have its restrictions on the angles that could be achieved. 

 
 



 
As a viewer what are three things that would make this a better film? 

- Ending needs to leave on a note that wants the audience wanting more. Finishes where it 
started, ties into start. Eg starts driving in on winding road and ends with car driving away on 
a winding road. 

- Basing the film off a car with more history. 
- Think of an ingenious start that would grab people’s attention like a car driving through a 

windy road. 

Response: Being a viewer of this, it could be better if it started off interesting so that it would 
grab the viewers’ attention, like a car driving into the shot on a winding road. The ending should 
end in relation to how it started, like a car driving off on a winding road out of shot. The viewers 
should feel like they want more of the film. Lastly the film should be based off a car that has 
more history behind it. This is in relation to the previous owners and the current owners of the 
car. This will make it more interesting for viewers that aren’t interested in cars.  

What other suggestions or ideas do you have? 

- The use of a drone would look very effective for scenery. 

Response: Another suggestion for the film is the use of a drone. This could be used to get larger 
and more interesting shots of the scenery and the car to make the film a more visually engaging 
film. 

Reflection: 

Based on the feedback I received from the interview I plan on improving the idea of my film by 
asking questions that will be more specific to the owner’s history of the car, making a better story
for the viewers. I also plan on having an ending that resembles the opening, in any distinctive or 
obvious manner. These opening and closing shots will either start out with the car starting up then 
ending with the car driving away. Another opening will start out in a shed with the unveiling of the 
car then end on the car being closed away, with either a cover or a shed door being closed. And 
finally an opening with the car already active then ending with eh car leaving where it started out, or 
leaving in a completely different location. I intend on giving the documentary a title that resembles 
the owner’s situation or story with the car.     

 



Four Ideas for Media Film – Aaron Cara 

1. Classic Cars: 

The documentary on classic cars is all about showing the passion of a car enthusiast, and 

how a car can shape a persons life in the time and hardship they go to on fixing something 

they admire. This documentary also goes into depths to teach and explain the viewers a little 

on cars, and if there is no interest on the specifications, visual appeal of the cars as b-roll 

over words of the owner of the car. A series of interview questions will be asked about the 

car and owner to relive stress on the car owner and have the realism of the documentary. 

Footage of the cars would be done where the car is kept, and footage out with the car 

driving to capture what it is like to be in and drive a classic car. 

2. Lysterfield Lake: 

A tourism video on Lysterfield Lake for those who want to see the Australian bush, see the 

Australian wildlife, see Australians and for those of special interest to experience the best 

mountain bike trails closest to Melbourne. The tourism video will show footage in different 

segments of the lake. The bbq area and café where many bike riders and others hang 

around. The walking trails where people can walk around the lake. The mountain bike trails 

with some footage of the trails being ridden. And finally the wildlife that lives around 

Lysterfield Lake. The documentary shows that you can get up close with Australian wildlife 

without going to a zoo. You can see the animals in their actual habitat.  

3. Music Documentary: 

A music documentary that taps into the lives and minds of young musicians and their 

instruments that define what they like, and what they are like. The guitar can reflect 

someone’s personality in certain ways. The documentary will be based off a few musicians

with inspiration of the music documentary ‘It Might Get Loud’ featuring Jimi Page, Jack

White and The Edge. The documentary will consist of a voice over from the musicians off an 

interview. The aim of the documentary is to give others an insight to a musician and how to 

become better at an instrument.  

4. Cooking Show: 

The cooking show will investigate the difference in cultures when it comes to cooking. This 

show will focus on the difference between Italian food and how it’s made, and kind of

ingredients in comparison to Macedonian food, how it’s made and the ingredients used. The 

focus would be on pastry dishes, but both are different in their cultural way. From the Italian 

side a basic lasagne will be made, and on the Macedonian side Pita will be made. Both dishes 

consist of pastry but are very different in how they are done and what they are made of. 

This will be filmed in a side-by-side comparison as both meals are cooked next to each other. 

This gives of the time they take to cook and see what comparisons do, and don’t exist. The

food will be shown served together for a final comparison of each dish.    



Aaron Cara 

Intention 

I intend of making a documentary that taps into the life of a car enthusiast, displaying their passion 

on classic cars and their own. This film will enrich the audience about the history of the owner’s car,

along with their story associated with it. This Film will encourage people passionate towards cars, to 

involve them into the older car scene revolving around cars from the 1920’s, further expanding their

knowledge and providing them an understanding on the progression of cars throughout history, on 

what has changed, and what has stayed in older classics and even modern cars. 

 



Aaron Cara 

Audience 
The target audience is any car enthusiast with a deeply involved interest in the classic car scene. 
Their passion will typically be of classic cars from the late 70’s and earlier. They will have interest in
this film driven by their passion for classic cars, and interest in learning more about a different car 
from a different era to further expand their knowledge on classic cars. They will be familiar with 
certain components that are associated with cars, in particular classic cars, allowing them to 
understand the information told, making the documentary a learning experience. They will expect to 
see a lot of footage of the cars, and want descriptions on certain aspects of the car that are crucial 
when finding information on a classic car, such as the engine. Owners or previous owners of a classic 
car of similar era will compare what they see to other car models they are familiar with. 

 



Interview Questions – Classic Cars                                     Aaron Cara 

• What's your name and what car do you drive? 
• How have you developed your love for classic cars? 
• How did you come about getting this or these cars? Why did

you choose it? 
• What have you done to your car? 
• What do you know about the history of this car including

the previous owner? 
• How rare is the car? And how do you go about getting parts

for it? 
• What is the general expectation of a car and how does it

either relate or not relate to you? 
• Why do people generally own average cars, classic cars and

why do you? 
• How do you go about fixing things? Do you rely on others or

yourself? 
• What do you do for a living? How has this affected you with

the car? 
• Talk about the enjoyment of working on a car and driving it.

How does it feel to drive? 
• Why do people come about loving an object such as a car?

Relate it to other objects/technology etc. How does this
change with time to this present day and the future?  

• Can people love a modern object like a classic object? If so
why? 

• What’s your thoughts on the modern car scene? 
• Can anyone enjoy a classic car? 

 
 



Pre-Interview 
Aaron Cara 



• What's your name and what car do you drive?  
• A: my name is Ernie Cara and I drive a 1966 Datsun 1600 Roadster. 
• How have you developed your love for classic cars? 
• A: the desire to have something old and collectable along with the 

nostalgia from cars seen growing up. Having something old and 
unique. Began working on and and began to love it. 

• How did you come about getting this or these cars? Why did you 
choose it? 

• A: Wanted to get a manual car for son to learn on, and get something 
classic as investment and fun. Looking at cars of type, saw roadster 
and liked it. Inspiration from Austin sprite 



• How rare is the car? And how do you go about getting parts for it? 
• A: only ever seen one roadster prior to ours, around 30 are registered 

in Victoria. With the Internet you can get parts from America and 
Japan as they are more common there. Still more expensive than 
other American cars. 

• What is the general expectation of a car and how does it either relate 
or not relate to you? 

• A: most people look at cars as transport it suits there needs, they 
make a choice to there liking but for a different purpose. This 
generally applies to new cars for me too, but classic cars are different, 
they are collectable and the direction of technology has gone too far. 



• What do you do for a living? How has this affected you with the car? 
• A: work in it industry at HP, restricts time I can work on cars at night 

and on weekends. Working on computer all day and this is an escape 
to going back and fix things like I use to do. 

• Talk about the enjoyment of working on a car and driving it. How does 
it feel to drive? 

• A: because I'm not a mechanic most of what I do is the first time I do it. 
The challenge of researching, fixing and restoring the car, then it 
actually working and getting something out of what I've done. Due to 
the Internet it's never been easier to find out information on the cars. 



• Can people love a modern object like a classic object? If so why? 
• A: They can but it is a different sort of love, new cars are full of technology 

and perfect, precise, sporty and functional. In doing all that it lacks 
character. Classic cars you are indulged in the road with a raw experience, 
feeling every bump and the sounds of wind, like stepping back in time. 

• Can anyone enjoy a classic car? 
• A: anyone can, you don't have to be mechanically minded, what changes is 

the appreciation over just wanting an old car. Classics suit different 
preferences. 

• What have you done to your car? 
• A: done the breaks, front end, steering, ball joints, steering arm, fixed 

speedometer cleaned up dash lights, all oil leaks windows, roof. 
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• Why do people come about loving an object such as a car? Relate it to other 
objects/technology etc. How does this change with time to this present day 
and the future? 

• A: starts from when you are a kid. An attachment with time, human nature 
with time brings attachment same as when your young with a bike or 
skateboard, goes with anything that time and effort goes into. Even like 
children look at cars like family, and families spend time in cars. Reminder of 
travels and time. Get a different sound out of analogue speaker comparison 
to new. Something raw and exciting about something classic such as an old 
car. 

• What do you know about the history of this car including the previous owner? 
• A: the roadsters were very popular in America they use to race them, some 

raced against v8's. Previous owner had the car for nearly 30 years, he met his 
wife and had many life experiences that the car brought him. The car was 
hard to let go due to its sentimental value to him and the stories along with it. 



7 

• How do you go about fixing things? Do you rely on others or yourself? 
• A: go about fixing things by research and give it a go. The more I fix things the 

easier it becomes, I don't often rely on others because I like to learn to do 
things myself, I get enjoyment and get to learn the car inside out. Only resort 
to help of others when I don't have the right tools or facilities to do so. 

• Why do people generally own average cars, classic cars and why do you? 
• A: to get from a-b, some people hold onto classics from family, others like 

collecting, purely want a classic for looks or want something different, my 
reason is that I prefer to have something old and unique to enjoy than 
something that looses value. Feel at one with the car, same with my bike and 
house that I fixed and built myself. 



8 

• What are some key characteristics the car has such as power, handling and 
character? 

• A: it's very typical of the convertible roadster of that era, a small 4 cylinder 
engine with two carburettors, very basic mechanically wise, no all synchro 
gearbox, power assisted steering or power assisted breaks. Has a chassis not 
just like a modern car, it has a separate chassis with a body bolted on, 
chrome gaged mph, The sounds it is unrefined and raw, small handle well 
and is unique as they are uncommon. 



Scene # Shot # Shot Size Duration Location
1 1 FS 0:00:05 country road
1 2 FS 0:00:05 country road
1 3 MS 0:00:05 country road
1 4 MS 0:00:05 country road
1 5 MS 0:00:05 country road
1 6 MS 0:00:05 country road
1 7 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 8 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 9 FS 0:00:05 country road
1 10 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 11 CU 0:00:07 country road
1 12 MS 0:00:09 country road
1 13 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 14 FS 0:00:08 country road
1 15 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 16 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 17 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 18 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 19 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 20 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 21 MS 0:00:05 country road
1 22 MS 0:00:07 country road
1 23 LS 0:00:10 country road
1 24 MS 0:00:08 country road
1 25 LS 0:00:07 country road
1 26 LS 0:00:06 country road
1 27 LS 0:00:10 country road
1 28 LS 0:00:10 country road
1 29 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 30 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 31 CU 0:00:05 country road
1 32 LS 0:00:10 country road
1 32 LS 0:00:10 country road



Description
Establishing shot plants side of road
establishing shot trees
establishing shots empty road
car driving into frame around corner
shot of car front on pan upwards
shot side on dolly right
dolly across engine bay
dolly through interior
dolly into car from an angle
shot of seats pan right
pan with car as it passes on corner
dolly as car passes straight low angle
rear shot of car with start up 
low angled shot of car going onto road
hand held of driver face
hand held through windscreen
hand held of interior
hand held of gear change
hand held of wheel
hand held of location through side window
hand held of rear of car
Tracking shot of car passing around a corner
still of car approaching from a distance swerving through curves in the road
car approaching out of focus and then brought into focus when passing
tracking shot of car coming down the hill and around the corner
shot tracking car as is swerves from left to right coming down hill
still shot fo car going down winding road
still of car dissapearing over the hill approaching with sound then appearing
glidecam of front guard coming up and around to front lights
glidecam up interior
glidecam going up front of car
still shot car travelling down straight road then passing 
tracking shot of car travelling down straight road and passing then around a corner



Overall Notes: Repeat exterior car shots for different locations 
and time

















Dear Ernesto Cara

You have volunteered to take part as the main person of focus in my media documentary on classic

cars.

We will be shooting over 2 or 1 days for the b-roll footage of the car, this will require you to be

available over 4/7/15 – 12/7/15 at 10:00am for each day of shooting. The location of this will take

place on Alma Rd, Watsons Creek, Victoria. An interview will be conducted with you at a separate

location at home.

The attached call sheet lists the time and location for each day of shooting. This shows when you

are expected to arrive and which scenes we will be shooting. Don’t forget to cover your interview

questions again so the interview will run smoothly.

Kind Regards,

Aaron Cara

This template can be downloaded fromwww.lessonbucket.com.



Call Sheet - Classic Cars

Project Classic Cars

Director: Aaron Cara

Date: 4th July 2015 - 12th July 2015

Location: , East Doncaster & Alma Rd, Watson Creek

Timeline – July 4th-12th 2015

Time Scene

10.00 Shots of Exterior and Interior 1

10.30 Shots of Exterior and Interior 1

11.00 Shots of Exterior and Interior 1

11.30 Passing Car Shots 2

12.00 Passing Car Shots 2

12.30 Passing Car Shots 2

1.00 Passing Car Shots 2

1.30 POV Shots Whilst Driving 3

Contact Details

Name Mobile Email

Aaron Cara

Ernie Cara

This template can be downloaded fromwww.lessonbucket.com.



EQUIPMENT AND PROPS CHECKLIST

Description Yes

DV Camera

Tripod

Spare Batteries

VCE Tripod

Slider

Spare SD Cards

Reflectors

50mm Lens

Audio Kit

This template can be downloaded fromwww.lessonbucket.com.





resemblance on where the car is stored.

Editing:

For the editing of my documentary, it will be lit with natural colour and lighting. If any shots appear
darker, they will be colour corrected by adding warmer tones into the shots to bring out the colour
more in the shots. The shots will be left relatively long to calm the film so it isn’t fast and intense.
This suits the positive and relaxed vibe of the documentary. The shots will jump back to the
interview subject but mostly will all just cut form each shot to another, instead of linking each bCroll
shot with the interview subject. The bCroll will be cut in with relevance to what the interview subject
is saying, example, the subject is talking about the engine, and a sliding shot will show across the
engine bay. The film will start off with the roadster driving into frame on the road, then the final shot
will be the roadster driving away from the camera out of frame to conclude the documentary.

Lighting:

The lighting for the film will be as naturalistic as I can get
the shots to look from the weather conditions of the
day. It will be in the morning so the sun won’t be very
strong, allowing some cooler tones to come through in
the shots. The warmer each shot could look the better,
but if it is darker and wet, the shots with more blue
tones, but still naturalistic will suit the mood of the
weather conditions. I may need to use reflectors to
appropriately light the interview subject, as the sun may cast shadows, or if it is under shelter, there
will be shadows. The reflectors will prevent this and have the subject evenly lit. The shots showing
the interior of the car may have shadows, which I won’t aim to eliminate as it adds to the conditions
of the location. If it is too dark I will have some small lights that I can use to brighten up the interior.
If the weather is good, the roof will be off allowing plenty of light into the interior.

Sound:

The sound of the film will consist of ambient sounds, background music and a voice over. The
questions for the subject are all opened ended so the responses will be the overall narration of the
documentary. To record the interview subject I will use a lapel mic going into a zoom HD sound
recorder. Because it will be outside I will have the wind sock on so that any wind noise is cancelled
out. Sound will be recorded of the roadster. A shotgun mic will be used on passing shots of the
roadster and will be used whilst recording the on board POV shots. If convenient additional audio of
the intake sounds from the engine bay and exhaust sounds from the exhaust will be recorded.
Throughout the whole documentary, light background music will be played. The music piece called
Piano Moment from royalty free music bensound.com consisting of a slow tempo, soft, solo piano
giving a calm and sensible tone to the documentary. If the weather is dark and wet, this will be used.
If the weather is sunny and bright, the music consists of a fast tempo acoustic guitar in symphony
with some violins. This piece is called acoustic breeze from royalty free music bensound.com.




